
 

Chapter One 

Aliens and Demons 
 

 

[May 3, 2055] 

Monday morning. Classroom at Shelby County High School. Countryside, east of Louisville, 
KY. 
 

Esther had barely begun teaching her regular calculus class to the smartest students at 

Shelby High when Mandy got out of her seat, walked up to Esther, and stared hard into her 

startled violet-colored eyes. She banged her hand on the teacher’s desk. “You’re evil. You’re 

going to kill us all.” 

Esther flinched at Mandy’s accusation. It wasn’t yet the words that she reacted to but 

the tone. She thought about the abrupt and unexpected change in her long-time friend and 

their relationship status. And though Mandy had been a bully for as long as Esther had known 

her, this was the first time she had taken it out on Esther. 

She’s got nothing on me but size... and cruelty, Esther thought. I’ve always been nice 

to her. I’m kind to everyone as I’ve been taught to be by my moms. 

But was Mandy, right? I am an entirely new type of creation, one that excluded God 

from the calculus of procreation. Better Genetics had made the creation of children a 

calculation rather than a miracle. 

Mandy—tall, athletic, and beautiful with green eyes and long blonde hair—was the 

alpha female in the classroom. She was known to be controlling and vicious towards 



competitors. At 18 she was in her last year of high school. She was captain of the state-

winning swim team, prom queen, bae to the high school quarterback, and headed to Harvard 

next year. She was either loved or hated by her classmates. Her single mom was popular on 

The Registry and had used the money from it to pay for a selective sperm donor in Russia to 

create Mandy. 

“Leave me alone,” Esther said. “I’ve done nothing to you.” She didn’t look at Mandy 

as she spoke because she needed to practice self-control. If she had to face the rage coming 

from her former friend, she might lose it. She was already on the verge of losing it. What had 

she done to deserve this? But then she reprimanded herself. I should have anticipated this—

especially from her. 

Esther knew she was extremely smart but also that she needed wisdom and self-

control if she were to survive high school. She had planned on using the next few years to 

gain the skills she would need to execute her plans. Her four parents agreed that this was an 

excellent idea. But here she was failing her first test, already. Before she could catch the 

class’s attention again, Mandy continued. 

“You’re an alien. Your eyes prove it. Your kind should be wiped off the face of the 

earth.” Esther knew that she meant it. Now she fought the involuntary shaking of her voice 

and counterbalanced the emotional pain caused by the accusation. 

“An alien? Really, Mandy? We’ve known each other and have been in school together 

for the past three years. In all that time have I done anything to make you distrust me?” 

Esther already knew that most people operated on feelings, not logic. Violet-colored eyes 

were not alien—just extremely rare until human genetic engineering changed all that. 



Esther had not just been caught flatfooted. She felt paralyzed and scared by Mandy’s 

betrayal. And why did she have to do it in front of everyone? All I want to do is teach and be 

kind to people. Why is that so difficult? And what had made Mandy come out with this now? 

# 

The news had been broken just last night by the President of the United States. The 

existence of Better Genetics Corporation was now public. Everyone now knew that they were 

based in the Dominican Republic and made 130,000 designer babies a year—30,000 for 

residents of the island nation (and other Caribbean islands) and Better Genetics employees, 

and 100,000 spread out across the planet. Most of those children were now studying at 

special “Science Schools.” The children were supposed to have perfect physical and mental 

health, be extremely intelligent, happy, heterosexual, and motivated by exploration and 

discovery (by the “science gene,” as it was popularly called). “Talents,” as they were known, 

were all supposed to have violet-colored eyes—the explanation for and proof of which was 

hotly debated. Alison Davos, co-owner of a world-spanning business empire, spoke after the 

President and identified herself as a Founder and shareholder of Better Genetics. 

In the kitchen of her and Amanda’s farmhouse, Rachael Stein sat with her Circle of 

Trust, including Amanda, Ken, and Debbie, and four of their children to watch a rebroadcast 

of the announcement on their data pads (d-pads). Rachael told them that Alison had 

orchestrated the adoption of the word “Talent” through her social-media company, The Sex 

Registry. As the leader of the Circle, Rachael merely said that now there would be important 

decisions to make. What Rachael didn’t know was that Esther had already made those 

decisions—one of which was to end the illusion that Rachael was in charge. Esther intended 

to end that soon. 

# 



She reassessed her situation with her former friend. Esther wasn’t a student at Shelby 

High; she was a volunteer teacher, albeit an extremely knowledgeable one. She attended high 

school purely to meet and understand regular people. She had passed her high-school-

equivalency exam last year and already earned perfect scores on her college entrance exams. 

She wasn’t ready for college, though, as she still had the body of a 10-year-old girl. In reality, 

she was a 10-year-old girl all but intellectually. She and her parents thought that starting 

college this early would be a bad idea. 

Thus far, Esther had been able to teach herself everything she needed to know and 

thought that she didn’t need college, having been inspired by Sarah Hale, a brilliant 

autodidact. Among Hale’s many other impressive accomplishments in fashion, cooking, 

journalism, childbirth (she had had five children), and writing books and poetry, she had 

helped establish the second all-woman’s college: Vassar. Rachael had always pushed Hale 

and other prominent women on Esther as potential role models of extremely intelligent 

women. 

Mandy, however, needed college. She remained standing in front of Esther and 

snarled, “If you’re not an alien, then you’re a demon Talent. The eyes prove it.” 

That broke Esther. She tried to control herself but started taking shuddering breaths. 

She hurried out of the classroom and out of the school, summoned an autocar, and was driven 

home. Once she was alone, she started crying. 

Demon? That’s silly. Demons in the Bible attempt to turn people away from God and 

make them depraved. Not that Esther believed in God; she was agnostic. Demons were a silly 

superstition and overdone story element—your prototypical monster to be slain, a tired trope 

of good versus evil. Throughout the 45-minute drive home she considered her current 

understanding of right and wrong. 



Racheal was vaguely Jewish/Buddhist, Amanda was a declared atheist (or “secular 

humanist” as she described herself), Ken was a practicing Baptist and had taught Esther the 

Bible (the Modern Literal Version or MLV), and Debbie was a lapsed Christian (though her 

upbringing had been strict Seventh-Day Adventist). Esther wasn’t entirely sure what held the 

four of them together beyond sharing parenting and business responsibilities. Oh, they shared 

some ethics that they collectively defined as “trust” and “kindness.” They never lied to each 

other or failed to live up to expectations, and they helped each other freely. They were well 

mannered and polite, especially as compared to Mandy’s mom who seemed to be obsessed 

about her own and Mandy’s looks, who they were having sex with, and with whom they 

might have sex in the near future. 

The autocar service had alerted her p-mom, Rachael, to Esther’s arrival and she was 

waiting outside the farmhouse when the car arrived. The letter “p” stood for primary, which 

contrasted with her secondary moms (s-moms) and dad (s-dad)—her three s-parents. As 

Esther got out of the car and reflected on her situation, she expected her s-parents to be inside 

talking, watching the news break, and making no progress towards the important decisions 

that she had made for them, anyway. 

Rachael’s farmhouse, which she co-owned and she cohabited with Amanda, was one-

story tall, had three bedrooms, three bathrooms, a living area connected to a kitchen, and a 

front porch with a sitting area. Her farm consisted of a high-tech, large-farm-animal 

veterinary practice in a dedicated building with an attached barn, a large garden with grazing 

areas, and several animal pens with space for pigs, chickens, and cows. Rachael and Amanda 

were animal-husbandry experts while Ken was an agriculture expert. The three had licensed 

technology and best practices for an ethical-foods startup company called Better Nutrients, 

which had grown into a global food-manufacturing empire that emphasized sustainability, 

reduced food waste, reduced antibiotic and other food-poison use, and promoted local fresh-



food production, smaller farms, and ethical animal treatment. Better Nutrients supplied meals 

to the various Science Schools around the world and was popular with rich people. Esther 

understood that her four parents were very well off. 

When she saw Esther emerge from the autocar in tears, Rachael ran over to enfold her 

in a big hug <SQUEEZE-LOVE>. “Oh, dear, you’ve been crying. What happened?” 

Her p-mom had enough to worry about and Esther knew this wasn’t helping. I can 

control this. I’m not a demon. Or am I? Was Mandy right? 

Esther was an entirely new type of creation. Better Genetics had made the creation of 

children a scientifically defined and calculated process rather than a mysterious random 

miracle. 

The tears continued to flow. 

Esther gripped Rachael and asked her urgently, “Mom, do I have a soul?” 

Esther thought she might have one. If such things as supernatural souls really exist, 

then I must have one. Or a unity of soul, mind, and body by the spirit. Something like that. 

She supposed that her great-grandfather, the rabbi, might have believed in one. 

“Of course, you do, dear. Why would you ask such a thing? Everyone has a soul.” 

Esther remembered that her p-mom held some Buddhist views about reincarnation. Rachael 

believed in metempsychosis—the transmigration of a soul upon death into a new body. Ken 

believed in heaven (paradise/garden—a metaphor) and hell (Gehenna—the cursed, burning 

trash heap and worm-infested dumping ground for wicked souls outside ancient Jerusalem 

that was once occupied by Tophet—a place where children were roasted alive for sacrifice to 

the god Moloch—another metaphor). Amanda believed in annihilation (infinite emptiness) 

after death. Debbie told Esther not to worry about what existed after death. 



“I don’t have a soul,” Esther said. “I’m alive but dead. A body made in a factory.” 

Why can’t I stop this crying? Wait, I can, but I’ll keep crying anyway. It feels good, 

which means I must be a demon. Evil is not natural. 

She found she had difficulty controlling this kind of behavior. Something inside her 

demanded that she manipulate and control people. That desire was always strongest around 

her p-mom. She loved Rachael, though. Storge. I will be kind. “Manipulate” is not the right 

word. 

“Esther, don’t say such awful things,” Rachael said. “Of course, you have a soul. 

What you do in this life matters in the next. All your parents agree it’s important to tell the 

truth, do what you say you will do, and be kind to other people–especially to the less 

fortunate.” 

Her mother was so warm and comforting. Esther wanted to keep that feeling when she 

came to see her mom, knowing that Rachael had kept her when she had had the option to 

return Esther as a defective product. Debbie had told her that. 

Esther broke from the hug and moved to the outdoor bench by the farmhouse’s main 

door. She wiped her tears on her dress sleeves. The blue sky, fresh air, and warm day cheered 

her up some. 

She shrugged her shoulders. Staring down, she said, “At school Mandy said that I’m 

an awful demon Talent, and that God didn’t make me so therefore I have no soul.” 

Rachael sat down beside her. “She’s just a mean, jealous person. Don’t believe her. 

Don’t listen to her at all. Of course, God made you. You are as God-made and human as she 

or anyone else is.” Her mom gave her a side hug <TIGHT-SQUEEZE-LOVE>. 



Esther had thought that talking to people was going to be the source of the most 

important knowledge she had to gain. Knowledge was her motivation and talking knowledge, 

the various forms of public speaking, would help her motivate people. She liked talking to 

people except that everyone spoke so slowly, as if they had to think about what they were 

about to say. Esther had learned to pace herself, to think while she talked and listened. She 

had managed a sort of a balance that she was pretty sure sounded normal. She could talk and 

think and act all at the same time. 

“Mandy said the Talents should all be killed before our alien-demon kind takes over 

the Earth and kills everyone. She said that I talk “weird” and that I’m a ‘Talent.’ Am I a 

‘Talent?’ What exactly is a ‘Talent,’ Mom? You said before that I was very talented at 

everything. Does that make me evil? Are only the soulless good at anything?” 

Most people waste their time with useless activity. Esther and her siblings read every 

book under the sun when they weren’t playing or exercising. 

She stared at her mom’s kind face. She knew she was making up some stuff that 

Mandy hadn’t actually said but that she had read on other people on Internet boards. People 

were calling for the parents of Talents to be prosecuted and for Better Genetics and all its 

technology to be destroyed. Esther thought that the idea of Talents taking over the Earth and 

killing everyone was preposterous. Everyone she knew was kind and happy by design. She 

was kind and happy by nature, so she recognized that it was odd she felt the need to 

manipulate and control her p-mom. 

“Oh, honey. Don’t confuse ‘Talent’ with demon.” Her mom stopped and almost 

smiled. “You and your wordplay. Mandy is just a jealous and mean girl with wrong ideas 

about everything.” 



But what if she was right that I am an alien-demon? Would Mom even tell me? The 

thought bothered Esther to her core, and the very thought of being ‘demon’ made her cry 

again. The people like her that she knew were kind and happy, but Esther knew she was a 

little different from them. She had to understand and face what set her apart from the others. 

What if I’m a freak? She had to figure this out by starting with her p-mom. She decided to 

stop crying. 

“What’s a ‘Talent,’ Mom? We all have violet eyes, which people apparently consider 

‘demon eyes.’ And our skin gets darker when we go outside in the summer and lighter in the 

winter. Melanie, Ken Jr., Rachel, and the Davos twins, Percy and Shelly, are all white 

skinned. They’re my siblings and best friends. We were all made the same way. We can’t all 

be evil.” Esther called her Talent group her Circle. She was unquestionably at its center. 

For unknown reasons, Esther had a permanent light-melanin coloring without help 

from the sun. This shade was common among Persians; it was usually known as pale olive, 

sometimes light olive, but certainly olive enough such that no one would ever call her ‘white’ 

or ‘tanned’ or ‘freckled’ despite her p-mom’s skin being pale white. She didn’t know why. 

Talents’ skin had one of four colors: white, light brown, olive, or dark brown. Pale white and 

black were not offered as options. All Talents tanned easily, and all girls were slightly paler 

than all boys. 

Esther started tearing up again. She was upset at the notion that she might be evil or 

could become evil. While she dominated her Circle and intended on dominating her parents, 

her Circle did what she told them to do and never argued with her. She enjoyed it. That kind 

of acquiescence wasn’t common among non-Talents. Normal people argued and tried to 

dominate each other every day. In both work and relationships there was an endless struggle 

for control. 



“Stop saying that. You’re not evil and you’re not soulless. If you were then what 

Mandy said wouldn’t bother you. She’s just confused and scared.” 

Those words comforted Esther more than she could understand. Rachael had always 

preached kindness to her, and Esther always promised to be kind. She tutored at Shelby High 

in chemistry and physics and regularly taught calculus, which she enjoyed. Between tutoring 

students, she read a pile of books from the school library or practiced foreign languages with 

the other teachers. She was already fluent in Latin, ancient Greek, Spanish, German, French, 

and Japanese. Lately she had become obsessed with Koine Greek or common Greek, which 

was not the same as ancient Greek—the dead language that the original New Covenant 

(agreement, will, testimony), or Testament had been written in and survived for so many 

centuries. 

“So, what am I, Mom?” She knew that boys and girls her age searched for their 

identities. They wanted to know what they were good at and were curious about what their 

sexuality might be after puberty started. Esther already knew everything about sex, or rather 

had read 20 books on the subject. It motivates people, and anything that motivates people is 

important to understand. She had determined that motivation was the key to dominance. Sex, 

money, power, religion (or any belief system), and knowledge motivated people whereas 

drugs, pleasure, and fame were weaker, fleeting, motivations. 

Rachael had identified herself as asexual (or ace), Amanda as demisexual (or gray-

ace: gray asexual) gay leaning, Ken as strict hetero, and Debbie bisexual hetero-leaning with 

a strong libido. Esther thought it was curious that all Better Genetics parents chose 

heterosexuality for their children. She thought her three mothers were very good looking. But 

Mandy was also very good looking. 



“You are my daughter, and you are just like everyone else. You’re not a demon, not 

soulless, not evil. You are good and kind and generous, and you know that. It’s foolish to 

think otherwise. I’ve taught you your whole life to be kind and generous, yes? Compassionate 

and graceful? You’re all of those things.” Rachael gave a weak contented smile. Debbie had 

told her that her p-mom was never really very happy or very sad. Getting a weak smile from 

Rachael was a big deal for her. 

Esther knew it was important that she be kind, and felt the instinct to make Rachael 

happy, as most children wanted for their parents. She helped out at the animal shelter 

alongside Rachael and Amanda and with all kinds of pets on the farms. On weekends she 

read books to kids in the cancer ward of the local hospital. She had tremendous energy, 

compared with normal people, and needed less sleep. Her siblings were like that, too. They 

didn’t volunteer, though. They didn’t have any curiosity about normal people like Esther had 

and avoided them instinctively if not consciously. 

Esther had overheard her parents talking about the fact she, alone, interacted with 

ordinary people. They had encouraged her siblings to do the same but her siblings all politely 

declined or resisted. My siblings never leave Rachael or Ken’s farm or Alison and Greg’s 

Estate. They have no desire to travel and see the world. 

“Yes, Mom. You’ve taught me to use my energies to help and have compassion for 

the less fortunate.” 

“You never get in trouble, do you?” 

“No, Mom. But what am I? Why am I different from all the other children?” Why am 

I so different from my siblings, even? Why do I want to control and dominate? 

Was her desire to “control” something that Mandy had picked up on? “Control” isn’t 

the right word. How did Mandy even know about her desire to dominate? And did that make 



her ‘evil’? She tried putting a better name to it. Convert. That’s better than “control” or 

“manipulate.” I convert people. It feels good. I get people to accept things that I decide is for 

their own good. The Koine word for that is metanoia: changing their minds to a 

fundamentally new way of thinking. “Convert” is a better translation than “repent.” 

“Mom, I think you’re afraid of something—something about me. Why did you think I 

wouldn’t notice that? You know that I notice everything.” That should put her on edge, get 

her to tell me things I want to know. 

“Oh, dear. I’m sorry I’m scaring you.” 

Genuine concern. 

“You grownups think you can hide things from us. I read your book, Better 

Parenting. My s-parents all have the same book.” 

“It’s just a book on childrearing. The book I used to help me raise you. I followed it 

very carefully.” She had gotten Amanda and Ken to follow the book, as well. 

Esther thought that her mom’s job was to make sure they all followed Better 

Parenting. She was glad that none of her parents was neglectful or abusive. It seemed that 

many parents were, and there were several warnings against letting people who didn’t have 

Talent children into their personal spaces. Her family never had guests over. Amanda and 

Rachael were introverts who liked to read books together and talk about them. ‘Closet 

intellectuals,’ they called themselves. They were perfect company for each other. 

Now it was her mom’s turn to tell her the truth. Esther was different and her mom 

must know why. 

“Mom, I read the book five times, okay? There are some weird things in there, things 

that say we’re special, somehow, and need to be treated a certain way. Normal people watch 



TV or Internet videos all day. That’s all boring to me. The only people I can have a good 

conversation with is my Talent Circle and some of the teachers, and you, Amanda, and 

Debbie. Maybe two other kids at school try to keep up with me but they’re at least 17.” 

Esther now felt her anger at Mandy turning on her. They had been friends. They had 

played together, and Mandy had gotten her all the books on sex. She said she had started 

having sex at 13 and confessed that she had been with 17 guys by the time she was 18. She 

and Mandy had played doctor recently, during which Mandy said that Esther would one day 

be a “super-hottie” and all the boys would be crushing on her. After her glow-up 

transformation, she would have her pick or all of them, if she wanted. 

Rachael stood and paced a few steps. She didn’t look directly at Esther when she 

began to speak. “Okay. I’ll tell you what you want to know but you have to agree to a few 

things, first.” 

This was Rachael in her dominant mode. She dominated the other parents in the same 

way. Esther thought that her own desire to convert came from Rachael, but her sister, Rachel, 

wasn’t like that. Rache was sweet and passive, like Kenny and Melanie. They all thought it 

was strange that Debbie had named her child Rachel but with a different spelling than her 

former best friend and had assigned her primary parental rights over to Rachael. They all 

agreed that Debbie was far and away the smartest of the four parents and must have had her 

reasons. They nicknamed Rachel “Rache” to avoid confusion. For that matter, they called 

Ken Jr, “Kenny.” Esther thought that naming his son after himself was Ken’s way of coping 

with the inability to pass down his own genes. 

“Okay, Mom, what are they?” Esther knew her mom had a tendency to stall. The habit 

was annoying. 

“You cannot speak of this to anyone else – including your siblings.” 



“Okay, I promise.” That’s stupid. I’ll break that promise immediately. Esther and her 

Circle shared everything. Even though they didn’t join her on her volunteer excursions they 

loved hearing her stories when she returned. When she had told them about Doctor Mandy, 

they declined to play doctor or read her books about sex. They all said they could wait. 

Esther put on her solemn and serious face. She was a practiced but very infrequent 

liar. Her siblings never lied. That was yet another way in which she was different from the 

other Talents. 

“You will talk about this only to me,” Rachael continued. She was still stalling. This 

irked Esther. 

“Mom, that’s part of the first promise.” It occurred to her that the price of learning 

important secrets was dealing with delays. She hoped she wouldn’t develop this habit. She 

wanted to be a leader, and good leaders were decisive. Rachael was a decent leader, but 

because she was indecisive Esther needed to take over leadership of the family. Already her 

siblings were learning on their own and taking care of themselves. They did farm chores and 

cooked their own food and cleaned up without being asked. Considering how she saw Mandy 

torment her own mother, she knew that she and her siblings were the easiest children in the 

world to raise. There was no fuss and no cuss and no shred of laziness anywhere. They didn’t 

even fight with each other beyond occasionally wrestling purely for sport and laughter. 

“Just making sure. I also don’t want to hear you say you are soulless, evil, or a demon 

ever again. That is nothing but complete nonsense.” 

“Okay, Mom. Just tell me.” Relax and calm yourself. Esther thought she had been 

relaxed and calm but maybe she wasn’t doing a very good job at it. “What’s going on?” She 

was certain that she hadn’t let her impatience show. That would be weak on her part. She 



would build a list of what made a good leader. Decisiveness, patience, and kindness would 

top it. 

Those were commands, though. Rachael was practicing dominance through 

anticipation. She had studied the notion of sunk costs. When you sucked up people’s time and 

worry it became easier to control them. Esther had already made up her mind. Rachael 

wouldn’t be the alpha female for long. Convincing the rest of the adults in the Circle would 

be a fun challenge. She would be in charge of everyone soon. 

She relaxed. She saw resignation in her mom’s face while she stood talking down to 

her. Esther felt a further sense of conversion, a shift in their mother-daughter (“parent-child” 

was the modern term) relationship. Rachael and Amanda used the modern terms, but Ken 

refused to change. ‘Resignation’ was a good sign. Her p-mom would give up control easily 

once Esther decided to take it. And a little child will lead them... 

“Esther Stein, you are different from your siblings, but in a good way—not a bad 

way.” 

“Okay, I think I suspected that.” She maintained her calm appearance in anticipation 

of Rachael ending her stalling. 

“I was single and getting old and wanted badly to have a child. Alison wanted me to 

use the same company she used for her children—Better Genetics—so they would have a 

friend. She’s somehow involved with the company and their mission to wipe out genetic 

diseases. They helped me create you.” 

Rachael was 40 when she went to Better Genetics. Now she was 51. Debbie was 51, 

as well. Ken was 45 and Amanda was 41. Most of the kids at her school were from single 

moms. Some, like Mandy’s mom, had paid for selective sperm donation, attempting to 

produce attractive, intelligent, and healthy children like Mandy. Many others used their 



illegal drug dealers’ sperm. Esther knew there were many polyamorous families at school, 

but polycules were often unstable so kids were passed around. Many experienced some form 

of child abuse to varying degrees. 

Most polycules consisted of one woman sharing two to three men with the woman 

being dominant. The kid’s biological father was uncertain even if any of them lived with the 

woman. Compersion (the opposite of sexual jealousy) laws maintained some stability. 

Sexually desirable men and women were expected to have multiple partners at any time and 

everyone else was expected to support and encourage this behavior. There were all-female 

and all-male polycules, as well. Some polycules had as many as seven people, periodically 

shedding and adding members in a constant battle for dominance and respect and desire for 

novelty all centered around sexual desire. Esther was grateful that her own family situation 

was relatively stable with the three parents still close to each other. She intended to keep it 

that way. 

“But how am I different. How am I special?” She’s going to keep stalling unless I 

make her tell me. 

“Well, my mother’s family had a history of Tay-Sachs disease. As for my father’s 

history – well, my father had a problem with alcohol.” 

She’s lying. I can tell when she’s lying. Esther knew that Rachael’s face displayed an 

expression of concentration when she lied, as if she were forcing herself to go against her 

own ethics. She also knew that Rachael’s own birth-certificate father was not the same as her 

genetic father. She had searched her mom’s room and found the key to her safe, which held a 

picture of David Lazarus—a man who had written articles about famous people who had 

never had families. David had the same blue eyes as Rachael and her grandmother, Ruth. The 

pictures of David and Ruth bothered Esther just like the unnamed pictures she had found of 



her great-grandparents—Ruth’s parents. She knew that genetic inheritance didn’t mean much 

when it came to designer babies. There was no way of verifying that Better Genetics had used 

Rachael’s frozen eggs or even the genes in the frozen eggs. That Esther’s ancestry was 

shrouded in lies was something she decided she would look into when she was older. 

“Okay, I understand. I finished college-level biology.” I know about asexual 

reproduction. I am a product of asexual reproduction. P-mom receives an implant to become 

asexual and another implant so as to not remain asexual. Birth control and libido control. 

While Rachael dawdled, Esther heard Debbie playing the piano inside and singing, 

“Take a Chance on Me” by the Swedish band, ABBA. Debbie was an excellent singer and 

had taught Esther, during her annual December visits, to play piano and sing – mostly pop 

music classics. 

Just then it occurred to Esther that Debbie could teach her all about sex someday. She 

would be the real deal and wouldn’t use the boring medical and romantic-fantasy stuff that 

Esther found in the books Mandy had given her. 

Rachael continued, still taking tentative steps. “Right. So, well, Better Genetics took 

the genetic defects out of both my egg and the sperm donor’s sperm so I could have a super-

healthy child like you.” 

“Mom, just tell me! Okay? I’m not going to die from some stupid genetic disease. But 

what else?” The Better Parenting product manual had a thorough section on building 

childhood immunity. What childhood illnesses the Talents had were short-lived and never so 

severe that they couldn’t stay in bed and read all day. The siblings had had the stomach flu 

when they were growing up, and brief colds. They’d had their vaccinations, as well. Kenny 

had broken his collarbone once from a fall, but that healed quickly. 



“While removing the bad genes they also added some modifications, things I thought 

would make you happy. Things to give you a happier life.” 

Esther now realized that her mom wasn’t stalling; she was struggling to remember 

something. She felt a tinge of worry and recalled the various conspiracy theories that were 

already spinning around Better Genetics on TV and on the Internet: That the company was 

run by aliens, that instead of invading they would just reproduce themselves to look like 

humans. What better reason to hide the Founders’ identities? Esther considered that her 

genetic programming might have features that her mom hadn’t agreed to but that wouldn’t 

manifest for quite some time. 

“What modifications, Mom?” Esther considered the “happy gene.” Better Genetics 

claimed they had cured the genetic causes of depression and offered built-in resistance to 

chemical dependency. Mandy had told her that most high school students engaged in some 

form of systematic limbic abuse—usually sex, drugs, alcohol, porn, video games, and cutting 

(self-harm). At the age of 12 Mandy had gone to all-girl cutting parties in the forest preserve 

by her school. The boys had been into choke holds. There were two suicides a year. Drug 

mal-doses, autoerotic asphyxiations, and drunk-driving deaths brought it up to ten a year. 

Apparently, this was typical across the whole country and most of the planet. Mandy had 

theorized that some people didn’t fare well on the hedonic treadmill, the notion that the 

purpose of life was pleasure and excitement and the pursuit of ever greater pleasure and 

excitement. 

That the total fertility rates in most of the world had already fallen to 0.5 (one child 

for every four people), and that so many children were dying young meant that doomsday 

blogging and conspiracy theories proliferated. Ken had told Esther he thought that the end of 

the world must be coming soon. He blamed it all on Jesus Christ (translation: Savior, 



Anointed One), Satan (translation: Adversary), and the slow death of Christianity and all 

other religions. Every now and again he would get drunk around the kids and say stuff like 

that and then get into an argument with Amanda. Mandy said Esther was lucky that that was 

all he did. Most partners got drunk and argued, but some got into physical fights and 

screaming matches. If the fights got bad enough, parents often switched to weed as her mom 

had done recently. 

It was illegal for registered drug users to make children. The various governments 

couldn’t afford the social programs for drug abusers anymore. The government would simply 

terminate a pregnancy or take the child away. Before drug abusers were allowed to get 

pregnant, they had to go through rehab. Mandy’s mom went right back on her drug of choice 

once she had finished breastfeeding but had to buy drugs illegally until Mandy was 18. 

“I suspect you know what those modifications are,” Esther prompted. Struggling with 

her memory, Rachael needed help. “Violet eyes,” Esther said. 

“Yes.” 

“Super smarts?” 

“Yes.” 

“My skin color is darker than yours? I’m not white.” 

“Yes.” 

Esther noticed a slight tic in her mom’s face. “I had ordered white skin,” Rachael said. 

“I asked for their ‘Greek Skin’ and got their ‘Persian Skin,’ instead. You look Middle 

Eastern.” 



The other branding choices included “African Skin” and “Asian Skin.” Already 

people online were complaining about the loss of pale, white freckly “Irish Skin.” The 

marketing team at Better Genetics left something to be desired. 

Once when Ken had gotten drunk at Christmas, he called Esther “Jesus skinned.” He 

said that while Jesus was commonly depicted as white, he almost certainly was not white in 

real life. He had probably looked like a modern Syrian with a big beard but, Ken said, artists 

could do whatever they liked, take any liberties they wanted. 

Esther had playfully replied that she was “Esther skinned.” She was like Queen Esther 

from the Bible who was Persian. 

Then she had asked Ken why he drank enough to get drunk. He said it was PTSD: 

post-traumatic stress disorder. He had had to leave the Army and switch to farming because 

of it. The hard work took his mind off the Syrian war he had been in. Then he started cursing 

and ranting about all the stupid wars the U.S. government had started, and that serving in the 

Army had been a mistake. Esther just listened patiently. 

“I’m tall for my age and I’m good looking,” Esther continued. Everyone likes to look 

at me. She had struggled with that a little when she was younger, but now she was used to the 

long stares. When she left the house, Esther typically wore a hoody and sunglasses. While 

tutoring, new students would stare at her for a minute before sitting down. She would 

normally look right back at them and smile but Mandy had told her to hide her beauty. 

Mandy’s mother had once taken her to a rock concert, and because of their good looks 

they had been invited backstage afterwards. It took just a few beers and an empty room for 

Mandy to lose her virginity to the lead singer. Her mom had said, ‘Not bad for your first go.’ 

They had split the $4000 payment. That was $4000 more than Mandy’s mom had gotten for 

losing her cherry. She called it “female empowerment.” 



“Well, the good looks probably come from the sperm donor,” Rachael said. 

“Mom, you’re so pretty, too.” 

She had three good-looking moms, for sure. Ken was good looking, too, in a manly 

sort of way. He was certainly well-framed and muscled. He was strong, too, and loved to flip 

the children around and throw them into the air. He was definitely a fun dad – not a 

bookworm, closet intellectual. He preferred to live by himself and socialize with his 

survivalist church friends when he wasn’t with his family. 

“Thank you, Esther,” Rachael said. 

Esther’s siblings had told her that she looked more like Debbie while Rache looked 

like Rachael. That Debbie is more attractive than Rachael and Amanda was without question. 

Ken said that only about 15% of women past the age of 50 kept their good looks. Some 

women and men aged well but most didn’t. A lot of that had to do with skin care, diet and 

exercise, and avoiding drugs, tobacco, alcohol, and too much sun. Esther thought that all four 

of her parents were aging well. 

Esther summarized what she had confirmed. “As a result of all the modifications, 

we’re nicer to each other. We’re happier than most people. We don’t cause you any trouble. 

We study most of the time. We do chores without complaining.” Since we are naturally 

happy and curious, Talents must be the ultimate dream children. Talents were only 

dependent on parents for resources and protection until they were able to secure those things 

for themselves. 

That would have to change. It now struck Esther that she had a third current goal: 

Freedom. She would seek wisdom, self-control, and emancipation, simultaneously. She 

didn’t want her life to be controlled by indecisive, alcohol-dependent, and submissive people. 

The search for wisdom would be the search for emancipation. Not that we’re slaves. 



The notion of being a sex slave gave her a chill. She had read about sex slaves. Koine 

didn’t have a word for ‘slave.’ The correct translation was ‘bondservant,’ which could refer 

to an unpaid or debt servant or hired servant depending on context. Moses became a 

bondservant to earn a wife. Jacob (later renamed Isra-el because he saw Jehovah: God) had 

been bonded to Uncle Laban for 14 years in order to marriage-bond his daughters, Leah and 

the beautiful Rachel. He then bonded their servants, Bilhah and Zilpah, to form the 12 tribes 

collectively known as Israelites. Will I be bonded to a man someday? Will I have people 

bonded to me? Will I also start tribes? Que Sera, Sera. 

“Mom, I read all the time. Like whenever I’m not doing sports, piano, singing, 

playing with my Circle, or volunteering.” Esther read out this list, fishing to learn if 

“sportiness” or “music” were chosen genetic product options. 

Esther’s parents had decided that their children would take karate (because of Ken’s 

training, with an emphasis on kindness), swimming (Debbie), tennis (Amanda), and 

horseback riding/riflery (Rachael) for sports. When they were not learning, exercising, or 

playing together they found individual pursuits. Esther, like her p-mom, liked to read and 

volunteer. Melanie spent more time with their dogs, cats, and other farm animals. Kenny 

became an amateur repairman and mechanic maintaining the farm machinery. Rache intended 

to become a doctor/scientist and was lately memorizing Gray’s Anatomy. The four of them 

shared the same room with two bunkbeds where they shared their days’ individual pursuits 

before falling asleep. Every week they rotated beds after making them, just to be fair. 

Mandy had told Esther that most of the kids at school were only children who had 

their own bedrooms. Most kids only pursued one or two hobbies or sports. They filled the rest 

of the day with video consumption and production. Mandy was an accomplished yoga-pants 

twerker with quite a social-media following. Most of the girls wore yoga pants and sports 



bras to school now. Esther was one of the few who wore stylish, comfortable dresses like her 

moms. Taut midriffs and bouncy butts were what was fashionable for girls – not clothing. 

Rachael gave a slight smile and nodded at Esther, who took it as her normal signal for 

inward pride. 

“Esther, dear, we’re in the part of the story where the characters have to struggle with 

a lot of change. We have a lot of change coming our way and it’s just the very beginning of 

the storm.” 

‘Storm’ metaphors? Just play along to make Mom happy. 

“So, what do we do about this storm?” Esther said. 

“The very first thing we do is not get upset by Mandy or anyone like her.” 

That was good advice but unrealistic. I won’t tell my mom that. 

“Okay, I’ll be ready next time. But you need to tell me more about your time at Better 

Genetics.” 

“I know. But it was not recommended in the book.” 

The book was silent about talking with children about the parents’ sales and 

marketing experience with Better Genetics. Yet the absence of information constituted 

information, too. As in The Hound of the Baskervilles, the game was afoot. 

“The book focused on childrearing – stuff about smart kids and their sensitivities. I 

don’t know, Esther, only you wanted to hang around regular people. Your siblings didn’t. 

That strange fact has nothing to do with my experience there.” 

Another mystery? Such a distinction was important. Was I am meant to be with 

regular people while my siblings were not? How could that be genetically programmed? 



“Why do only I want to hang around non-Talents? The others don’t want to.” 

“We talked about it. We don’t know.” 

Of course, she knows. Esther thought about her studies: women in the Bible, and sex. 

She often felt very Old Testament-like, perhaps because her name came from a book in the 

Old Testament. It was a story about how a woman used her hotness and bravery to save her 

people, the Jewish people, from genocide. She married a gentile – a king. She also got a lot of 

people killed. 

“Hotness” was the word Mandy liked to use. She wielded her own hotness as a 

weapon. Like Helen of Troy. Lots of people died because of female hotness. Esther was the 

“hotness highness.” 

While Rachael had pushed Esther to read the biographies of extra-smart women, 

Esther also sought out stories of extra-hot women. She wondered what having the 

combination of both features meant. Something like Debbie. 

“There were sexuality questions, weren’t there?” Esther said. “You bought a good-

looking designer baby.” The Old Testament was full of sexy men and women tempting 

people to immorality (away from immortality) as archaic fitness tests. Those were behaviors 

worth killing a lot of people over. Now people just bought fitness instead of committing 

seven years of unpaid labor to an uncle. No killing was necessary. Esther was the most fit 

human alive, so she didn’t need to kill anyone. Or is it that people will kill for me? Is it kill or 

be killed? Esther frowned and reflected that she was too young to think so much about sex, 

killing, and death. 

“What I ordered for your sexuality was a strong desire for children, strong desire to 

nurture children, and heterosexuality. I had asked for bisexuality, but it wasn’t available. 

They didn’t have a full menu of options. Ken thinks the organization is secretly run by 



conservative Christians. My sales consultant was a Christian, and I remember there being a 

church there.” 

“I thought gender preferences could be fluid?” Debbie had told her last December that 

she, herself, was gender fluid. In the past, she had had relationships with hetero and bisexual 

men, and gay and bisexual women. She had explained that she was a “thot”—a modern word 

for a promiscuous woman—and that she enjoyed the thrill and novelty of it all. She admitted 

to once having sex with Rachael and Amanda but that didn’t make Rachael gay or fluid. 

Debbie called herself a “high-libido woman,” and that it had nothing to do with being 

bisexual or fluid. She called herself a-romantic, that she found monogamous or long 

relationships with either sex boring. 

“Sexuality is a complicated matter,” Rachael said. “I still wonder about Better 

Genetics’ marketing claims. We’ll have to see, won’t we?” 

Esther thought about how attractive Mandy was and wondered if Better Genetics had 

made her gay instead of hetero. She thought that her skin color might be a clue and decided to 

raise the subject again. 

“Why are you confused about my skin color?” she asked. 

“Your skin color was not what I ordered. I ordered the same skin color as your 

siblings have: Greek skin, not Persian.” 

“But the olive skin tone is beautiful, isn’t it?” Mandy had told her that it made her 

look exotic, and that people would fetishize her. 

“All skin colors are beautiful. You have to imagine, when ordering a baby, that you 

want to pass along something of yourself to your child. But when you think about it, how is 

that really important?” Esther thought this was a central question of having designer babies. 



Was genetic inheritance really that important? It’s just a GATC programming combo. All 

four of her parents agreed that they just wanted happy, healthy, beautiful, intelligent, and 

motivated children. Esther’s Circle had already determined that the science gene was more 

crucial than the others. If they didn’t enjoy learning and exploring all the time, they would 

become lazy like most of the kids at Shelby High. 

“I love my skin color, Mom. I don’t care if I don’t look European. But I do care about 

sex and sexuality. What if what I got is not what you ordered?” Debbie had told her that some 

girls know early that they are same-sex attracted and accept it while others don’t. She called 

it “comphet,” meaning compulsory heterosexuality. After Debbie had rejected Christianity, 

she came out to herself when she was 24 and went “binging,” as she described it. She said 

that being good looking, fun, and pleasant made it easy to find sex partners of all types. 

“Well, if you’re not heterosexual or don’t have a normal sex drive or a strong desire 

to have and raise children like I asked for, you’ll have the wonder of figuring it out on your 

own,” Rachael said with one of her infrequent smiles. It was rare for her to show any outward 

display of emotional expression. Esther understood this as emotional self-control whereas 

Mandy’s mom had little self-control. She liked to throw beer bottles at Mandy and scream at 

her when she failed to bring her fresh weed from her school-friend’s dad. 

“Make this discovery something exciting in your life. You’ll be going through 

puberty soon enough. There’s a time in life for everything.” 

Debbie had told her about thelarche and adrenarche, and that Esther would probably 

start experiencing, around the age of 10, changes in her breasts, pubic hair, body odor, skin 

oiliness, and acne. Esther felt it had started right on schedule on her 10th birthday: February 

1st. Melanie, Rache, and Shelly had started theirs on time, as well. They all marveled at the 

specificity of their genetic endocrinological programming, especially since they all shared 



almost the exact same diet and environment. Kenny and Percy reported their first changes 

occurred around the same time, as well. It was within two months of her birthday that Esther 

had decided that Mandy was attractive and perhaps she had always thought so. 

“You don’t care what I am sexually? That I’m not what you ordered?” Esther said. 

“Me, personally? No. Amanda and Debbie wouldn’t care. Ken will love you no matter 

what but will still pray that you find a nice man to marry someday. He has found nice 

women. We’re very good to Ken. We don’t nag or shrew or bitch and give him shit like many 

women do. Those activities would drive him away to his own farm where he could find other 

women. That would be a potential risk to us all. We like having him around. We have sex 

with him and are nice to him and he does everything we want him to do, which is mainly take 

care of our children and keep us all safe from an increasingly dangerous world. He will hope 

that you become a nice supportive spouse, like we are to him and he is to us.” 

Ken’s a lucky man. I’m lucky to have any father around as most of the kids at school 

don’t. He was a great teacher, too. Thank you, Rachael and Amanda, for keeping him. Thank 

you for your self-control. Esther supposed Rachael had wanted a father around because she 

hadn’t had much of a father in her own upbringing despite having two fathers—a legal one 

and a genetic one. 

“‘To everything there is a season and purpose unto Heaven.’” Esther used to 

daydream about what Heaven might be like. Ken’s whole purpose in life was to get into the 

paradise/garden of the afterlife instead of having his soul rot and disintegrate in the trash 

incinerator. He had told Esther that while King David and Jacob/Israel had had multiple 

wives, his Baptist friends only knew about Amanda as his official “wife.” He confessed that 

he still had hopes of converting Amanda (who was an atheist) as she could be a bad influence 

on Esther. 



“There is nothing new under the sun. The motto of Better Genetics is ‘Only God plays 

dice. Humans don’t have to.’ When I had you, I chose the best outcome of the dice I could 

get. There will just be more children who are the ‘best outcome.’” 

There is no better outcome than me. I am perfect. 

Esther often had the troubling thought that she was “perfect.” She had decided this 

had been what drove her to be friends with Mandy who was also very smart, attractive, 

healthy, and motivated. Esther was simply smarter, more attractive, healthier, and more 

motivated than Mandy. She was more perfect. It was probably wrong to obsess over being 

better than other people, but she couldn’t completely suppress her good feelings of 

superiority. 

She decided to dig some more. “But Mandy says I’m soulless. A demon. Not human. 

A manufactured consumer product.” 

“Oh, she’s just listening to superstition and nonsense. You were created just like all 

animals in the world are created. A sperm fertilized an egg, you grew until you were born, 

and then you were raised by me and your other parents. Mandy has no special claim on the 

soul. If there even is such a thing as a soul.” 

Esther’s Circle had discussed the sperm and egg question from time to time. They had 

studied parthenogenesis, referring to various species that produce children without sperm—

essentially asexual reproduction. For all anyone knew, Better Genetics could have induced 

parthenogenesis just as humans induced it in other species. They had speculated it could be 

one reason why the company hid their research, that people would be upset about conceiving 

two eggs or two sperm together, or mass genetic-code duplication (which was not the same as 

cloning). 



“But Mom, it doesn’t really answer what I am? What you ordered may not be what 

you got. And obviously there are no returns or refunds for defective products.” I’m a freak. 

Just a perfect freak. 

“Well, ‘what are you’? You are Esther Stein. You are strong, healthy, unbelievably 

smart, seriously good looking, and you are going to be a force for good in this world. You 

can create and invent things or help sick people and make the world a better place. If people 

who aren’t like you want to call you ‘Talents’, then that’s the name you can use. You can 

own it.” 

“Am I also Jewish?” Esther had been going to church with Ken for Easter and a 

couple more times each year to make him happy. She liked making him happy. Debbie, 

strangely enough, took all six of them to Ken’s church on Christmas Eve. She said although 

she had lapsed in her faith, she still felt the need to go once a year. Esther winced at the word 

“church.” The Koine term was “congregation” or “assembly of people” or even “mob;” it was 

not a building. Church buildings, themselves, could become idols, according to Ken. His 

Baptist assembly place was very plain. 

A strange feeling stirred inside Esther when she asked about her religion. She decided 

she would study Jewish and Christian wisdom someday. She would study all the religions 

and philosophies and other belief systems out there. Her super smarts were no good without 

super wisdom. 

“We are Jewish by a few traditions, only. We seek forgiveness and we care a lot about 

family and education. We learn and try to obey the Ten Commandments, particularly the one 

about desiring other people’s stuff (or relationships). We get or make our own stuff and 

relationships. We don’t celebrate the holidays (or any Yomim Tovim). I have lapsed in that. 

Anyway, I want you to appreciate all religions. You can be any religion you want, dear, or no 



religion. I will still love you. I want you to be kind, compassionate, graceful, generous and, 

above all, happy.” 

Mandy called herself an “atheist feminist progressive.” She considered herself “sex 

positive” and planned on paying for Harvard by becoming a sugar baby to some older rich 

man. “I’m going to study hard and fuck hard,” was what she liked to say. She had given 

Esther a pile of her favorite feminist books. When Ken spied the books, he advised Esther not 

to slip into Marxism, that they were all (men and women) here to serve the will of God – not 

any vain materialist ideology. Esther read the books, anyway. 

“So, I am ‘gifted’?” 

‘Gifted’ was not a common word. It was considered archaic. Children who were 

called ‘gifted’ grew up to resent the term and the socialization that accompanied it. No one in 

her Circle used the term, and she knew Rachael didn’t like it, either. 

“We are all God’s children. We are all gifted. I chose a few of your gifts instead of 

leaving it to chance. Gifts that can be delighted in, whatever you choose to do with your life.” 

Rachael had never considered herself a feminist although she had read many of the 

books that Mandy had given Esther. She said she was simply happy with her life and the 

relationships she built, and that Esther should do the same. 

Amanda said she was apolitical and not materialistic. She was sort of surprised to 

have a happy family, a career she enjoyed, and an easy material existence. Debbie laughed 

when Esther asked her what her thoughts about the various flavors of feminism were. Debbie 

said she would teach Esther about real ‘grrl’ power when the time was right. She could safely 

ignore all these writers and the whole subject, for that matter. 

“I am getting taller than my sisters,” Esther said. Another mystery. 



“Yes,” Rachael said. “Debbie, Amanda, and Alison chose 5’10” for their daughters’ 

height.” Suddenly her mom looked a bit confused. 

“What’s wrong?” 

Rachael had spaced out like she had been hypnotized. Esther snapped her fingers, 

which elicited no response. Worried, she went into the house to find Debbie who was playing 

more songs from A Piano ABBA Anthology. 

“Debbie, Rachael has... well... she looks hypnotized. I even tried snapping my fingers 

to get her out of it.” 

Debbie stopped playing immediately, put on her goofy grin, and whispered to Esther. 

“I was playing to cover for Amanda and Ken,” she giggled. Esther wasn’t sure what Debbie 

was talking about as she led her outside. She pointed to Rachael staring into space. 

“Just wait it out. Don’t worry. She loses sleep worrying about you going out all the 

time. She thinks it’s dangerous. Don’t worry. I don’t worry about you,” she said very calmly. 

Esther thought the subject change was odd but went along with it. 

“She’s never told me that. Why doesn’t this family communicate better?” Esther felt a 

rush of anger come and go quickly as she sat beside her mom and waited. To pass the time, 

she read a recent book on her phone about gay non-white female heroes of the 2040s. Debbie 

went back inside to continue playing. After what seemed like a long time, Rachael lost her 

hypnotized expression, blinked rapidly, and proceeded as if nothing happened. 

“Esther, I chose 6’2” for your height. Nobody else did. I wanted you to be tall and 

confident. I wanted you to be...” 



Then she lapsed back into her hypnotic state. Is this a form of self-hypnosis that mom 

is doing intentionally to dig up an old memory? It seems no one got a printout or receipt for 

their product choices. We looked everywhere for one. 

“Mom?” Esther waited patiently for her space-case to end. 

After a few more minutes, Rachael said, “I don’t know why. I think at the time I 

envisioned you taking on the whole world, like someone I knew. Funny that. It seems so odd 

in recollection...” She spaced out yet again. More mystery. More hounds. But the dogs were 

silent. 

Esther decided that her mom didn’t know anything more that she could tell her. So, 

she was tall, smart, good looking, motivated, happy, and healthy by her mom’s definition. 

She looked carefully at her mom and decided that that was the only explanation she was 

going to get for now. The simplest explanation was probably the best one. Esther was made 

different on purpose to send her a message wrapped in genes. She decided then that she was 

likely meant to be a leader and perhaps a moral and ethical leader on top of that. A New-Old 

Testament prophet-style leader. The height was Better Genetics sending her a message to take 

on the world. Six foot-two inches was very tall for a woman. She could easily dominate 

others with such a height. 

Esther cuddled her mom as she often liked to do, and after Rachael recovered, she 

wiped away some of the tears that had formed on her mom’s face. She thought about 

Debbie’s statement about Rachael’s worries about her. 

“In stories, gifts are so often a curse,” Esther said to bring her back to their 

conversation. “What’s my curse, then? Doesn’t every choice have a price?” Did perfect 

people pay a perfect price? 



“You weren’t exactly cheap, dear.” This was a rare joke from Rachael. Esther thought 

it was a good sign that Rachael snickered to herself. 

“No, Mom. Really.” 

“The price is jealousy, dear. People will be jealous of you. It’s a terrible price.” 

Mandy had turned on her in jealousy already. Esther felt the urge to fix that 

relationship. She and Mandy had sincerely liked each other over the last three years. They 

had spent a lot of time together. Their friendship couldn’t just vanish or turn into something 

negative overnight. 

“My best friends are my Circle. That, I think now, is abundantly clear. I’m happiest 

with other people who are like me.” 

“They had warned me that this might happen.” 

Esther hoped that her mom wouldn’t go back into a trance again, finding a stuck 

revelation. 

“‘Warned’ you? What does that mean?” Esther said. 

“It’s why they pushed the violet eyes, I think, to help you find each other. I suppose 

green was still too common an eye color. Anyway, the violet doesn’t appear all the time, 

right? You can pass for deep blue, right?” Elizabeth Taylor had deep-blue eyes. People seem 

to think they were violet. We all had to watch ET’s movie, National Velvet, at age six. We 

learned how to ride horses and shoot a rifle from them. Elizabeth had been raised Christian 

and converted to Judaism, liked jewelry and liked Michael Jackson, who liked children. She 

had often played the thot and enjoyed several husbands. 



“Maybe in the dark. Indoor lighting and sunshine turn all our eyes violet, Mom. Not 

exactly easy to fake. What do you mean, though?” The violet eyes are important, but nobody 

is sure why. 

“They warned us that when the reality of Better Genetics became known, ‘their 

children,’ as they called all of you, would all want to come together.” Ah, so the eyes were an 

obvious sign. Signs and wonders, we are. 

“But are we a new race, Mom? A demon or angel race?” 

“No need for all the religious metaphor.” Her mom looked like she was growing tired 

of the word ‘demon’ and had flinched when Esther repeated it. But Esther now felt 

comfortable with the word. If she were, in fact, an alien or some kind of demon-monster she 

wouldn’t want to conquer the planet. That wouldn’t be kind of her as that would most 

certainly require mass killing. She felt sick to her stomach suddenly. The notion that she 

would be 6’2” and had already manifested leadership and conversion Mission Genetics gave 

her a rush of apprehension. What if wisdom teaches me the quiet peaceful humble life of 

Rachael and Amanda and Ken is preferable to the acquisition of power? 

“You are every race. You are made from every race. There is no race anymore. My 

hope is that you can make succeeding generations in your image – a new human race, free 

from all the junk and useless pre-civilization genes that defined the prior human race. An 

angel race, God help us. An angel race.” 

Angels are messengers. The word meant “messenger.” The transliteration confused 

things. The translators kept the original word instead of translating the word as 

“messenger.” They don’t have wings or halos, they look like humans, and they deliver lots of 

messages because we can’t see God directly and live unless we are Israel and establish 12 

tribes with four women. Satan means “one who opposes” – another untranslated 



transliteration. God has an antagonist who was created by God who opposes His own 

creation. Will I create and later defeat a Satan, someone who opposes my creation? She was 

glad she was going to convert her mom who caused her creation and that her mom would be 

glad to be converted and not be opposed to her. 

Kindness and conversion. The two had to go together. That was key. 

“Yes, Mom. Uh, Mom?” 

“Yes?” 

“I love you. Thank you. I like who I am and what you chose for me and what you 

didn’t choose for me. That you kept me despite the fact that I was a production defect, having 

the wrong skin color. I love you as my mom – not for your choices or lack of choice. Do you 

understand?” Her side hug became very tight. 

Her mom started crying with joy. 

Success. 

“Yes, I understand. You cannot know how long I have feared this day. You took such 

risks before and now it will all become even riskier for you.” 

“You don’t need to fear it any longer. I have excellent parents protecting me.” 

 Esther felt something stir in what she might call her ‘soul,’ a sort of unrestrained 

longing. She’d read about Gateway Genetics and behavior in one of her many books. She 

decided that some sort of Mission Genetics had flipped a switch and began imprinting. 

“And now it’s time for your first important decision in life,” Rachael said. “Do you 

want to go to Chicago Science School or stay here? Both choices have virtues, and both have 

a cost. Do you want to make more regular friends or make more Talent friends?” 



“Mom, I’m going to stay here for Science School.” 

“Really?” Rachael looked genuinely surprised. 

“You could have sent me to a Science School years ago, right?” 

“Yes. But Alison didn’t want us to go, yet. She wanted to spend as many years as she 

could with her children before packing them off to boarding school.” 

So, Alison made the big decisions? I have to confront her, find out where the true 

power in the family lies. 

For most of Esther and her Circle’s childhood, most weeks were spent at Rachael, 

Amanda, and Ken’s farms under Ken or Amanda’s supervision. It was there they learned 

farming and animal husbandry, and basic human and animal medicine. By the age of five 

they began self-teaching with the help of online materials. On the weekends they hung out at 

Alison and Greg’s Estate under Greg’s supervision. Alison was rarely there as she spent most 

of her time in Washington, D.C. She liked looking at the six offspring (including her and 

Greg’s) and giving them occasional hugs but was always awkward around them, especially 

Esther. Greg was more of a natural father and organized all kinds of games for the children to 

play indoors and outdoors. 

This dynamic changed when Debbie showed up for the month of December. The five 

parents all went on vacation then, and Debbie took over The Estate where they spent all their 

time. The six children slept on three bunkbeds and shared everything. The five other parents 

returned for Christmas, and Debbie and Esther cooked a hot meal for everyone. Even on 

Christmas Day Alison was tense around Esther. She had never asked why but now events had 

made a confrontation necessary. 



“Mom. It’s time I talked to Alison. If she is influencing my life decisions, I need to 

talk to her about them.” Alison would be a perfect mentor to educate me in the ways of power. 

She would have to either convert her or somehow get past the basic awkwardness. 

“Are you sure?” Her mom looked almost angry although she was trying to hide it. 

Esther decided it was some form of love/hate relationship or codependency. Or something 

else. 

“Absolutely, Mom. Let’s go.” 


